IntelliJ IDEA 14 139.560.4 Release Notes
No subsystem
WEB-13658 (Feature)

.editorconfig: make it work for scratch files

IDEA-133415 (Cosmetics
)

Image missing in the ToD

IDEA-93159 (Bug)

Guice-inspections don't understand javax.inject.Inject-annotations

IDEA-133023 (Bug)

Invert if broken in lambda

IDEA-131621 (Bug)

IDEA 139.144.2 takes forever to start. Hangs on 100% splash screen state

IDEA-133065 (Bug)

Code commenting preference not saved (ActionScript)

IDEA-133380 (Bug)

NPE during startup due to network failure (cant connect to licenseServer)

IDEA-56615 (Bug)

Callers Hierarchy does not search past constructors of anonymous classes

IDEA-132781 (Bug)

Formatting option for braces after method "Next line if wrapped" is broken for constructors with
javadoc/comment/annotation

IDEA-133130 (Bug)

Idea, IPv6 and make gives connection refused

WEB-13990 (Bug)

spread attributes not supported for JSX

WEB-13998 (Bug)

JSX: when formatting JSX fragment, text children of a JSX element are not indented correctly

Android
IDEA-133090 (Exception)

Android: NPE at
com.android.tools.idea.avdmanager.AvdWizardConstants$SystemImageDescription.getAbiType

Android.Designer
IDEA-133053 (Exception)

Android Designer: IAE at com.intellij.android.designer.model.layout.TextDirection.isLeftSegment

Clouds
IDEA-126627 (Exception)

Throwable at com.intellij.openapi.editor.impl.EditorImpl.<init>

Clouds.Heroku
IDEA-128789 (Bug)

Heroku: in ApplicationServers tool window focus always jumps on attempt to select externally deployed
applications nodes

Code Analysis.
Inspection
IDEA-133442 (Exception)

Code Cleanup: sometimes cannot be run

Code Formatting
and Code Style
IDEA-95114 (Feature)

Java arrangement: Provide new method types

IDEA-131937 (Bug)

Reformat code doesn't work in new files not added to version control

IDEA-131975 (Bug)

"Only vcs changed text" option is disabled if file contains only deletions

Code Navigation

IDEA-73312 (Feature)

call hierarchy enhancement

Console
IDEA-132694 (Bug)

ANSI colors need restart for a new settings to apply

DB.Connectivity
DBE-951 (Task)

Derby: upgrade jdbc driver shipped with 0xDBE

DB.Console
DBE-973 (Usability
Problem)

Database console: when SELECT returns an error, empty Result tab is anyway created and focused

DBE-961 (Bug)

PostgreSQL: SELECT ... INTO opens a result tab with table but no data is shown

DBE-925 (Bug)

Errors with basic expressions

DBE-990 (Bug)

Database console: Output view can't be closed

DB.Refactoring
DBE-924 (Bug)

H2: DROP INDEX on a schema does not qualify the index with the schema name and therefore doesn't work

DBE-991 (Bug)

H2: SQL create table with column primary key, auto increment and not null gives syntax error

Dart
WEB-1588 (Feature)

Provide jump to source for DartUnit tests

WEB-14051 (Bug)

Dart : Cannot jump to the declaration of exported class

WEB-13512 (Bug)

Dart cmd line app debugger: show contents of *_patch.dart files, e.g. object_patch.dart and
isolate_patch.dart

WEB-14212 (Bug)

Dart: Comments on the "const" fields are ignored from documentation.

WEB-14232 (Bug)

Webstorm does not synchronize/reload packages after "pub upgrade"

WEB-14102 (Bug)

Step Into method on List doesn't go into method

Data.Viewer
DBE-326 (Bug)

Filter in second page returns "No Data Available"

DBE-801 (Bug)

Add a way to insert null to a table cell

DBE-891 (Bug)

PostgreSQL: 'infinity' at date and time formats is displayed in an ugly way

DBE-998 (Bug)

Go to Related Data: only referenced rows are shown, referencing are not shown at Quick Documentation and
Go To

Database
IDEA-117623 (Usability
Problem)

Database: Table Editor: Filter criteria cleared when tab is detached to another window

IDEA-102633 (Bug)

Data Source, Table Editor is not saved/restored across sessions, column filters are also lost

IDEA-132503 (Bug)

Table editor: loaded PNG content is copied only as a summary

IDEA-127322 (Bug)

Database: Table Editor: filter not working

IDEA-131056 (Bug)

SQL Console should not inject "TOP 500" in SELECT statements that have INTO clause

Debugger

IDEA-132940 (Cosmetics
)

Debugger: Adjust Range: two elements are allowed, while one is not

IDEA-121505 (Bug)

Breakpoint properties popup: More link does not work if over tool window splitter

IDEA-131932 (Bug)

Debugger: Show / "Declared type" setting has some unexpected effect

WEB-13972 (Bug)

Debugger: Cannot stop on breakpoint due to internal error: TypeError: Object function () { ... } has no
method 'value'

IDEA-133002 (Bug)

1 sec delay to edit "do not step into classes" in settings > Build, Exec, Deploy > Debugger > Stepping

IDEA-132937 (Exception)

Debugger: Adjust Range: setting out-of-bound index causes Assertion at ArrayItemData.<init>()

Editor. Editing
Text
IDEA-132454 (Bug)

"Clear Read-Only Status" dialog displayed twice on cancel

File Watchers
WEB-8178 (Usability
Problem)

Inspections | File Watchers | File Watcher available: recognizes already set up watchers by exact name only

WEB-14141 (Bug)

Don't suggest to suppress File watchers inspections

Find, Replace, Find
Usages
IDEA-130337 (Bug)

Replace in path messes up when the string appears multiple times on the same line

HTML
WEB-2405 (Bug)

Code style / HTML / "Do not indent children ... or if tag size more than" actually works like "more or equals"

IDE Configuration
IDEA-116809 (Bug)

File Types: reassigned wildcard between predefined file types is not preserved upon restart

IDE.User Interface
DBE-894 (Usability
Problem)

Re-selection after operation on Database panel makes it totally unusable when performing consecutive
operations

DBE-281 (Bug)

Query Execution Notification

DBE-341 (Bug)

Editor tabs are not restored upon restart

DBE-919 (Security
Problem)

Correct password inferable in DB config menu

Indices
IDEA-128919 (Bug)

Eclipse Code Formatter gives "Invalid stub element type in index"

Java. Error
Highlighting
IDEA-133297 (Bug)

Invalid "Explicit type arguments can be inferred" warning but "fixing" the warning results in uncompilable /
error code

IDEA-133173 (Bug)

JDK 1.8: Good code red for Java method references

IDEA-133372 (Bug)

Incorrect Lambda Refactoring Suggestions

Java. Refactoring
IDEA-133102 (Bug)

Refactor direct member access with "replace with setter" changes code semantics

Java.Inspections
IDEA-132234 (Bug)

Invalid inspection warning: final class should be final

IDEA-131187 (Bug)

Expression could use clarifying parenthesis

JavaEE
IDEA-129074 (Bug)

dmServer auto deployment and deployment status not working

JavaEE.JBoss
IDEA-133059 (Bug)

Wildfly 8.1.0 unusable in IDEA 14

JavaEE.ServerView
IDEA-132202 (Bug)

Memory leak on closing IDEA after adding a new application server

JavaEE.Tomcat
IDEA-129055 (Bug)

Invalid validation of tomcat home in application server configuration

JavaEE.WebSphere
IDEA-126859 (Bug)

WebSphere 8.5 does not connect if server home path contains space

JavaEE.tcServer
IDEA-129140 (Bug)

dmServer Logs location disappear

JavaScript
WEB-14120 (Bug)

Locate Duplicates for Java Script is dead in V14

WEB-14283 (Bug)

Local variable in JSX file is marked as unused

WEB-14330 (Exception)

NPE at
com.intellij.lang.javascript.inspections.JSUnusedLocalSymbolsInspection$1.registerReferencedFromReference

JavaScript.
Frameworks
WEB-14182 (Bug)

JSX variables showing as un-used with common-js

WEB-14165 (Bug)

Attribute class shouldn't be obligatory in custom angular directives

JavaScript.
Inspections
WEB-14199 (Feature)

ESLint: use the severity specified in .eslintrc

WEB-12639 (Bug)

"'Return' inside 'finally' block" JavaScript inspection triggers for different function scope

WEB-12939 (Bug)

Bad inspection "PointlessArithmeticExpressionJS"

Node.js
WEB-8776 (Feature)

NPM: provide action for the package.json file to update dependencies

WEB-13861 (Bug)

Cannot run Javascript scratch file

Packaging and
Installation
IDEA-126847 (Bug)

support jdk 1.6+ on osx

Project
Configuration
IDEA-132688 (Bug)

Duplicated shortcut on creating Java Enterprise project

SQL
IDEA-131893 (Bug)

postgresql query using :: for casting breaks syntax highlighting

IDEA-104611 (Bug)

SQL inspection: Ambiguous reference: reference in ORDER BY is green

IDEA-105012 (Bug)

SQL inspection: Ambiguous reference: reference with alias in ORDER BY is green

SQL.Completion
DBE-905 (Bug)

Oracle: Completion: No completion for SELECT when used at IN clause

SQL.Highlighting
DBE-963 (Bug)

PostgreSQL: Inspections: false positive 'Unresolved reference' inspection at new table created via SELECT ...
INTO statement

DBE-952 (Bug)

Derby: CASE expression is not supported

DBE-488 (Bug)

SQL Server SELECT INTO syntax is not supported

Thymeleaf
IDEA-132892 (Feature)

Support variable type hints for Thymeleaf

Unit Tests
WEB-14213 (Bug)

JsTestDriver: can't run tests with coverage, NoClassDefFoundError:
com/google/jstestdriver/internal/guava/collect/Sets

User Interface
IDEA-133162 (Cosmetics
)

Typo in Export Test Results

IDEA-103464 (Bug)

Adding environment variables to a Tomcat server is a UX nightmare

XML
IDEA-132828 (Bug)

Strange line breaks in the middle of the attribute name

